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Introduction. In recent years, a high magnetic field with the strength of
several Tesla can be generated using superconducting magnets, so that significant
effects on para- and diamagnetic substances, namely, feeble magnetic substances
caused by such magnetic field are recognized [1]–[5]. These effects are mainly based
on interactions between fields and feeble magnetic substances. In a series of studies
using high magnetic field, however, Takayama et al. [6] observed interactions
acting among magnetic dipoles induced in feeble substances and triangle-lattice
alignments with some spacing formed by them in the air-liquid surface without
friction. Since almost all the materials on the earth are feeble magnetic substances,
it is suggested from their results that a high magnetic field enables us to arrange
substances and to control the internal structure of a substance.

In the present study, we investigate the two-dimensional triangle-lattice align-
ments with some spacing by means of experiment and numerical simulation. First,
we carried out experiments, in which the gold particles were dispersed in a closed
vessel filled with a medium. Next, we developed a simulation model based on
the molecular dynamics (MD) method and investigated the motion of particles in
aqueous solution. The results between experiment and numerical simulation are
quantitatively compared.

1. Experiment.
1.1. Experimental conditions. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1

and also the physical conditions in the experiment and numerical simulation are
indicated in Table 1. The triangle-lattice structure of gold particles on the air-
liquid interface with a petri dish was observed by Takayama et al. [6]. When
the air-liquid interface exists, it is difficult to evaluate accurately the magnetic
dipole moment because the particle is levitated and its head is exposed to the air.
In addition, the air-liquid interface also exerts the surface tension on particles.
Therefore, in order to eliminate these unknown factors, we used the closed vessel
and observed the formed structure in it, as shown in Fig. 1.

1.2. Experimental results. The experiment for the number of particle, N =
100, has been performed. Fig. 2a shows a typical configuration of N = 100. On this
photo, it is confirmed that gold particles with a 1 mm diameter form the triangle-
lattice alignments with some spacing and that the particle-particle distance in the
center is relatively narrow, and this distance increases gradually with apart from
the center.

2. Numerical simulation.
2.1. Numerical model for simulation. The assumptions used in the numer-

ical simulation are mainly as follows.
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup.

(i) The inertial force of the aqueous solution can be ignored because the
Reynolds number of particle is very small.

(ii) The change of magnetic field in a particle can be ignored and its value
can be regarded as a magnetic field at the particle center because particle is very
small.

(iii) Particles are sufficiently diluted in the medium, so that hydrodynamic
interactions among particles are negligible.

We have used the notation U
(H)
i for the total potential energy of gravitation

and the interaction between particle i and applied magnetic field H and also U
(m)
ij

for the magnetic dipole interaction energy among particles i and j. Then, the
expressions for these quantities are written as

U
(H)
i =

πdp
3

6

[
− 1

2µ0
(χp − χf )Bi

2 + (ρp − ρf )gzi

]
, (1)

U
(m)
ij =

µf

4πrij
3

[
(mi · mj) − 3

rij
(mi · rij)(mj · rij)

]
, (2)

where rij = ri − rj , rij =| rij |, ri =| ri | and zi is the position of particle i
for r- and z-directions, respectively, and g is the acceleration of gravity. Since
χp and χf � 1, we regard H � (1/µ0)B. The effective dipole moment mi in

Table 1. Physical conditions of experiment and numerical simulation.

Nomenclature Value

Diameter dp [mm] 1.0
Particle Volume magnetic χp [-(SI)] -3.45 ×10−5

(Au) susceptibility

Density ρp [kg/m3] 1.93 ×104

Concentration C [wt%] 40
Medium Volume magnetic χf [-(SI)] 7.99 ×10−4

(MnCl2 aq) susceptibility
Density ρf [kg/m3] 1.39 ×103

Viscosity ηf [mPa·s] 8.32±1

Position of particle zp [mm] 148±1
Imposed Direction — z

magnetic field Amplitude at zp B0 [T] (4.9)
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Eq. (2) denotes the induced magnetic dipole moment of diamagnetic particle i in
the medium, and it is represented by the following equation [7]:

mi =
πdp

3

2
µp − µf

µp + 2µf
Hi . (3)

At z = 148 mm, the ratio of Br/Bz is very small. Therefore, we ignore
the r-component of H and carry out the two-dimensional simulation, that is, all
magnetic dipole moments turn to the z-direction.

2.2. Equations of motion. The motion of an arbitrary particle i in the
model system is governed by the following equation, which is expressed in a non-
dimensional form:

dv∗
i

dt
=

N∑
i�=j

F(m)
ij

∗
+ F(H)

i

∗ − F(v)
i

∗
. (4)

Each force in the above equation denotes

F(m)
ij

∗
= R

(m)
ij

1
rij

∗4 tij , F(H)
i

∗
= R

(H)
i ti , F(v)

i

∗
= R(v)vi

∗ . (5)

where F(m)
ij

∗
, F(H)

i

∗
and F(v)

i

∗
are the magnetic interaction force between particles

i and j, the magnetic force that the applied magnetic field exerts on particle i and
the viscous drag by the medium, respectively. The unit vectors tij and ti are given
by tij = rij/rij and ti = ri/ri. vi

∗ is the velocity of particle i. The dimensionless
parameters R

(m)
ij , R

(H)
i and R(v) are normalized by the representative force F

(m)
r0 .

The representative length and time are dp and T = (mdp/F
(m)
r0 )1/2, respectively,

where m is the mass of a particle.

3. Results and discussions. Here, we discuss the final configuration
formed by particles at a steady state.

3.1. Final particle position at a steady state. The final configurations for
the particle number N = 100 are shown in Fig. 2b. The maximum number of time
steps is 4.5 × 105. The result of the final configurations show that the particle
density is relatively high in the central part and becomes relatively lower in the
outer part, as in the experiments.

3.2. Three-body distribution function. In order to analyze quantitatively
the final configuration of particles in the numerical simulation, we defined the
three-body distribution function f3(r, θ). The three-body distribution function
f3(r, θ) represents the probability density function with respect to the two variables
of r-θ. That is, f3(r, θ)∆r∆θ means the probability of (r − ∆r/2) ∼ (r + ∆r/2)

(a) Experiment (b) Numerical analysis
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Fig. 2. Results of experiment and numerical analysis for N = 100.
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Fig. 3. The relation between the distance among particles and the interaction force at a steady
state.

and (θ − ∆θ/2) ∼ (θ + ∆θ/2). The result of the three-body distribution function
f3(r, θ) for N = 100 is shown in Fig. 2c. f3(r, θ) is calculated by taking account of
all particles. It is seen that both results have a peak near 60◦ at a certain r range
and the gathering particles form the triangle-lattice alignments.

3.3. Particle-particle distance and interaction force. We examined the re-
lation between an average distance among particles 〈rik

∗〉 and an averaged force
per particle 〈F∗〉 =| F(H)∗ |Ave. + | F(m)∗ |Ave., and plotted these data in Fig. 3
for seven analytic points, N = 3, 50, 100, 150, 198, 250 and 300. The average dis-
tance is obtained from 〈rik

∗〉 =
∑all

r

∑all
θ [r∗ik]r,θ × [f3(r, θ)]r,θ . Here the range of

distance of f3(r, θ) was adopted in 1 ≤ r∗ ≤ 1.9 for N = 250 and 300 so that we
can pick up the nearest particles around the particle i.

Besides, using an image analysis software, we added the points obtained from
the experimental results to Fig. 3. These averaged forces 〈F∗〉 are derived by using
the numerical model. The experimental points for N = 100 significantly agree
with the analytic point. And also, the experimental points for N = 198 are fairly
equal to that of simulation.
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